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Abstract

Graphs with a few distinct eigenvalues usually possess an interesting combinato-
rial structure. We show that regular, bipartite graphs with at most six distinct
eigenvalues have the property that each vertex belongs to the constant number
of quadrangles. This enables to determine, from the spectrum alone, the feasi-
ble families of numbers of common neighbors for each vertex with other vertices
in its part. For particular spectra, such as [6, 29, 06,−29,−6] (where exponents
denote eigenvalue multiplicities), there is a unique such family, which makes it
possible to characterize all graphs with this spectrum.

Using this lemma we also to show that, for r ≥ 2, a graph has spectrum

[r,
√
r
r(r−1)

, 02(r−1),−
√
r
r(r−1)

,−r] if and only if it is a graph of a 1-resolvable
transversal design TD(r, r), i.e., if it corresponds to the complete set of mutually
orthogonal Latin squares of size r in a well-defined manner.
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1. Introduction

One of the basic and hardest problems of spectral graph theory is to recon-
struct a graph from its spectrum alone. This problem has been solved for a few
well defined families of spectra (for example, for the spectra of paths, cycles,
complete and complete bipartite graphs [1], complements of paths [2]), as well
as for some additional spectra (for detailed surveys, see [3, 4]). The hardness
of the problem is easily illustrated by the observation that the construction of
strongly regular graphs with a given set of parameters is equivalent to their
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reconstruction from the spectrum alone. Our goal is to add another spectrum
and another family of spectra to the set of spectra for which all corresponding
graphs are known.

Graphs with a few distinct eigenvalues usually possess an interesting com-
binatorial structure. The strongly regular graphs are prime example of such
graphs [5, Chapter VII.11], however, other graphs with a few eigenvalues have
been considered in the literature as well. van Dam [6] and van Dam and Spence
[7] studied properties and feasibility conditions for regular graphs with four
eigenvalues, giving several characterizations and constructing a number of ex-
amples, using both theoretical results and computer search. They have also
noted the correspondence of regular bipartite graphs with five eigenvalues to
the so-called partial geometric designs [8].

Another example of graphs with a few eigenvalues are integral graphs of small
degree. Integral graphs have been one of reccuring research topics of Professor
Cvetković, ever since Bussemaker and himself [9] determined all cubic integral
graphs. Constructions of integral graphs have recently attracted attention of
several researchers, with over 50 papers having been published in last ten years
[10]–[60].

We are interested here in regular, bipartite graphs with a few eigenvalues.
Since a bipartite graph with four eigenvalues must be the incidence graph of
a symmetric design [1, p. 166], we will restrict ourselves to regular, bipar-
tite graphs with five eigenvalues. Our starting point is a simple lemma, given
in Section 2, which says that each vertex belongs to the constant number of
quadrangles in a regular, bipartite graph with at most six distinct eigenvalues.
This makes it possible to determine, from the spectrum alone, the feasible fam-
ilies of numbers of common neighbors for each vertex with other vertices in its
part. For particular spectra, such as [6, 29, 06,−29,−6] (where exponents denote
eigenvalue multiplicities), there is a unique such family, which further enables
to characterize all graphs with this spectrum in Section 3.

We also use this lemma to show in Section 4 that, for r ≥ 2, a graph has

spectrum [r,
√
r
r(r−1)

, 02(r−1),−
√
r
r(r−1)

,−r] if and only if it is a graph of a
1-resolvable transversal design TD(r, r), i.e., if it corresponds to the complete
set of mutually orthogonal Latin squares of size r in a well-defined manner.

Some concluding remarks on constructing new examples of regular, bipartite
graphs with five distinct eigenvalues are given in Section 5.

2. Families of numbers of common neighbors

As usual, let J be the all-one matrix and I the unit matrix. We rely upon
the following

Lemma 1 (Hoffman [61]). For a graph G with adjacency matrix A there ex-
ists a polynomial P (x), such that P (A) = J , if and only if G is regular and
connected. In such case, we have

P (A) =
n
∏k
i=2(A− λiI)∏k
i=2(r − λi)

, (1)
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where n is the number of vertices, r = λ1 is the largest eigenvalue and λ2, . . . , λk
are all distinct eigenvalues of G.

Now, let G be an r-regular bipartite graph (U, V,E) and let nu,v denote the
number of common neighbors of vertices u, v ∈ U . The number of walks of
length two starting at u is equal to r2. On the other hand, it is also equal to∑
v∈U nu,v. Since nu,u = r, we get∑

v∈U\{u}

nu,v = r(r − 1). (2)

If G has at most six distinct eigenvalues (k ≤ 6), Lemma 1 yields that the
polynomial P (A) is of degree at most five. Considering (u, u)-entries on both
sides of the identity P (A) = J , and taking into account that for bipartite graphs
holds Au,u = (A3)u,u = (A5)u,u = 0, we see that for some a0, a1, a2, which
depend only on r = λ1, λ2, . . . , λk, it holds

a0(A4)u,u + a1(A2)u,u + a2 =

k∏
i=2

(r − λi).

Since (A2)u,u = r, we get, in particular, that (A4)u,u does not depend on u.
Now, (A4)u,u denotes the number of closed walks of length four starting at u
and it is straightforward to see that

(A4)u,u = r2 + r(r − 1) + 2qu,

where qu denotes the number of quadrangles to which u belongs. An important
consequence is that qu does not depend on u, and therefore qu = 4q/n, where
q is the total number of quadrangles in G. On the other hand, if we partition
the closed walks of length four starting at u according to their middle vertex,
we get

(A4)u,u =
∑
v∈U

n2u,v.

From nu,u = r it follows that∑
v∈U\{u}

n2u,v = r(r − 1) + 2qu. (3)

Thus, we have proved

Lemma 2. Let G = (U, V,E) be an r-regular, bipartite graph having at most
six distinct eigenvalues. If n and q are the numbers of vertices and quadrangles
of G, respectively, then each vertex u ∈ U belongs to qu = 4q/n quadrangles.
Moreover, the family of numbers of common neighbors {nuv : v ∈ U \ {u}} (the
nuv family) satisfies equations (2) and (3).
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Suppose now that G is a connected, r-regular, bipartite integral graph with
adjacency matrix A and 2p vertices (thus, p vertices in each part). Suppose
that A has five distinct eigenvalues, and let its spectrum be [r, xy, 02z,−xy,−r]
(where exponents denote the eigenvalue multiplicities). Further, let q and h
denote the number of quadrangles and hexagons in G, respectively. Recall that
the number of closed walks of length k in G is equal to the trace of Ak, i.e., to
the sum of k-th powers of eigenvalues of A. By counting the numbers of closed
walks of lengths 0, 2, 4 and 6 in G according to the starting vertex and the
type of the closed walk, we can get the following Diophantine equations (where
each side represents one half of the number of closed walks of the corresponding
length):

1 + y + z = p, (4)

r2 + yx2 = pr, (5)

r4 + yx4 = pr(2r − 1) + 4q, (6)

r6 + yx6 = pr(5r2 − 6r + 2) + 24(r − 1)q + 6h. (7)

Equation (7) follows from the enumeration of closed walks of length six (note
that in (7) we take only a half of the total number):

Lemma 3. The number of closed walks of length six in a regular, bipartite graph
G with n vertices, q quadrangles and h hexagons is equal to nr(5r2 − 6r + 2) +
48(r − 1)q + 12h.

Proof. Each closed walk W : v0v1 . . . v5v0 in G has one of the types illustrated
in Fig. 1. The numbers of closed walks of each of these types are as follows:

i) There are n possible starting vertices, and r possible neighbors for A, B,
C, so there are nr3 walks of this type;

ii) There are n possible starting vertices, r possible neighbors for A, r − 1
possible neighbors for B (as B has to be different from the starting vertex), and
r possible neighbors for C, so there are nr2(r − 1) walks of this type;

iii) There are n possible starting vertices, r possible neighbors for A and
r − 1 possible neighbors for each of B and C, so there are nr(r − 1)2 walks of
this type;

iv) There are n possible starting vertices, r possible neighbors for each of A
and B and r − 1 possible neighbors for C, so there are nr2(r − 1) walks of this
type;

v) There are n possible starting vertices, r possible neighbors for A and r−1
possible neighbors for each of B and C, so there are nr(r − 1)2 walks of this
type;

vi) For each of q quadrangles, there are four possible starting vertices, two
possible directions and six choices for quadrangle edge to be repeated (if quad-
rangle vertices are visited as ABCD, then these six choices are ADA at the
beginning of the walk, then ABA, BCB, CDC, DAD and ABA at the end of
the walk), so there are 48q walks of this type;

vii) For each of q quadrangles, there are four possible starting vertices at the
quadrangle, two possible directions and 5(r− 2) choices for an extra edge (r− 2
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Figure 1: Types of closed walks of length 6 in a bipartite graph.

edges incident with A at the beginning of the walk, r − 2 edges incident with
B, C and D, and r − 2 edges incident with A at the end of the walk), so there
are 40q(r − 2) walks of this type;

viii) For each of q quadrangles, there are two possible directions and r − 2
neighbors of each of four quadrangle vertices as possible starting vertices, so
there are 8q(r − 2) walks of this type;

ix) For each of h hexagons there are six possible starting vertices and two
possible directions, so there are 12h walks of this type.

In total, there are nr(5r2− 6r+ 2) + 48(r− 1)q+ 12h closed walks of length
six, as claimed.

The equations (4)–(7) may be used to determine the feasible spectra of regu-
lar, bipartite, integral graphs with five distinct eigenvalues. The same approach
has been applied in [9, 44] to determine the feasible spectra of the cubic and
4-regular integral graphs, respectively.

There are quite a few feasible spectra satisfying the above Diophantine equa-
tions. The most promising among them are those that determine a small num-
ber, preferably only one, feasible nuv family for each vertex. Small such spec-
tra and corresponding nuv families (with exponents denoting multiplicities) are
given in Table 1.

The nonexistence of the graph with spectrum [12, 320, 012,−320,−12] is easy
to show: its unique nuv-family {2, 520, 65} clearly shows that each vertex u
in such hypothetical graph has a unique counterpart vertex v in its part with
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Feasible spectrum Unique nuv family Comment
[3, 29, 010,−29,−3] {02, 16} Constructed in [9]
[4, 28, 06,−28,−4] {01, 18, 22} Constructed in [62]
[4, 212, 06,−212,−4] {03, 112} Constructed in [62]
[6, 29, 04,−29,−6] {23, 38} Constructed in Section 3
[12, 320, 012,−320,−12] {2, 520, 65} Does not exist (see text)

Table 1: Examples of feasible spectra determining unique nuv families.

nuv = 2. Thus, each part has to be divisible in pairs (as the counterpart of v is
u again), but this is impossible, as each part has 27 vertices.

The construction of all graphs with spectrum [6, 29, 04,−29,−6] is given in
Section 3.

A separate set of feasible spectra are those with q = 0, which automatically
determine unique nuv family. Namely, for such spectra∑

v∈U\{u}

nuv =
∑

v∈U\{u}

n2uv = r(r − 1),

and so each vertex has the same nuv family {1r(r−1), 0p−1−r(r−1)}. Such feasible
spectra with r ≤ 36 are shown in Table 2.

Feasible spectrum Feasible spectrum Feasible spectrum
[3, 29, 010,−29,−3] [15, 5441, 0616,−5441,−15] [25, 5600, 048,−5600,−25]
[4, 212, 06,−212,−4] [16, 4240, 030,−4240,−16] [28, 71944, 02970,−71944,−28]
[6, 350, 060,−350,−6] [16, 5384, 0462,−5384,−16] [29, 71682, 02376,−71682,−29]
[7, 349, 040,−349,−7] [19, 63249, 05850,−63249,−19] [31, 6961, 0370,−6961,−31]
[9, 372, 016,−372,−9] [21, 5441, 0208,−5441,−21] [33, 817424, 032800,−817424,−33]

[9, 4324, 0520,−4324,−9] [21, 6980, 01440,−6980,−21] [35, 71445, 01224,−71445,−35]
[13, 4169, 0102,−4169,−13] [22, 6847, 01120,−6847,−22] [36, 61260, 070,−61260,−36]

Table 2: Examples of feasible spectra with q = 0.

Among these spectra, particularly interesting are those of form

[s2, ss
2(s2−1), 02(s

2−1),−ss
2(s2−1),−s2], for some natural s ≥ 2.

They are the subject of Section 4.

3. Graph with spectrum [6, 29, 04,−29,−6]

Theorem 4. There exists exactly three nonisomorphic graphs with spectrum
[6, 29, 04,−29,−6].

Proof. Let G = (U, V,E) be a regular, bipartite graph with the above spec-
trum, and let A be its adjacency matrix. For this particular spectrum, we have
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p = 12 and q = 162, and consequently qu = 2q/p = 27, so that for each u ∈ U
its 11-element nuv family satisfies∑

v∈U\{u}

nuv = 30,

∑
v∈U\{u}

n2uv = 84.

This system of Diophantine equations has a unique solution in nonnegative
integers:

{nuv|v ∈ U \ {u}} = {38, 23}.

Let a ∈ U be an arbitrary vertex of G. Let c1, . . . , c8 ∈ U be vertices having
three common neighbors with a each, and let b1, b2, b3 ∈ U be vertices having
two common neighbors with a each. Hoffman’s equation for G reads

A4 + 6A3 − 4A2 − 24A = 96J.

Select b1 arbitrarily from {b1, b2, b3}. Then

(A4)a,b1 − 4(A2)a,b1 = 96.

From na,b1 = (A2)a,b1 = 2, we have (A4)a,b1 = 104. Among these 104 walks of
length four starting in a and ending in b1, there are 12na,b1 = 24 walks which
have either a or b1 as their middle vertex. Remaining 80 walks have as their
middle vertex one of the vertices c1, . . . , c8 or b2, b3. If d is the middle vertex
of a walk of length four between a and b1, then the number of such walks is
na,dnd,b1 . Therefore,

80 =

8∑
i=1

na,cinci,b1 + na,b2nb2,b1 + na,b3nb3,b1

= 3

8∑
i=1

nci,b1 + 2nb2,b1 + 2nb3,b1

≤ 3 · 8 · 3 + 2 · 2 + 2 · 2 = 80.

The equality has to hold in the above inequality, which means that

nb1,ci = 3 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 8 and nb1,b2 = nb1,b3 = 2.

Since b1 was chosen arbitrarily from {b1, b2, b3}, the analogous conclusion follows
for b2 and b3:

nb2,ci = nb3,ci = 3 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 8 and nb2,b3 = 2.

Thus, 12 vertices of U may be divided in three fourtuples, such that the
number of common neighbors is equal to two for vertices from the same fourtu-
ple and three for vertices from different fourtuples. One of these fourtuples is
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(a, b1, b2, b3), and without loss of generality, we may suppose that the other two
fourtuples are (c1, c2, c3, c4) and (c5, c6, c7, c8).

Next, let V = {d1, . . . , d6, e1, . . . , e6}, where d1, . . . , d6 are adjacent to a,
and e1, . . . , e6 are not. Since na,bi = 2 for i = 1, 2, 3, it follows that the bi-
partite subgraph induced by b1, b2, b3 and e1, . . . , e6 is (4,2)-semiregular. As
only one (4,2)-semiregular graph on 3+6 vertices exists, we may, without loss
of generality, suppose that:

• b1 is adjacent to e1, e2, e3, e4,

• b2 is adjacent to e1, e2, e5, e6, and

• b3 is adjacent to e3, e4, e5, e6.

Since each pair of vertices from {b1, b2, b3} already has two common neighbors
among {e1, . . . , e6}, then no such pair has common neighbors among {d1, . . . , d6}.
In other words, the bipartite subgraph induced by b1, b2, b3 and d1, . . . , d6 is
(2,1)-semiregular, and we may further suppose that:

• b1 is adjacent to d1, d2,

• b2 is adjacent to d3, d4, and

• b3 is adjacent to d5, d6.

The subgraph of G induced by the vertices {a, b1, b2, b3, d1, . . . , d6, e1, . . . , e6} is
shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The subgraph induced by the vertices in V and a fourtuple in U , each pair of whose
vertices has two common neighbors in V .

To construct the rest of this graph, we have to determine the neighbors of
vertices c1, . . . , c8 among {d1, . . . , d6, e1, . . . , e6}. For this task, we use the fact
that for each i = 1, . . . , 8

nci,a = nci,b1 = nci,b2 = nci,b3 = 3. (8)

Let xj , j = 1, . . . , 6 and yj , j = 1, . . . , 6 be the variables indicating whether the
vertex ci is adjacent to dj (in which case xj = 1) or not (xj = 0), respectively,
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whether it is adjacent to ej (yj = 1) or not (yj = 0). Thus, since ci has degree
six, we have

(x1 + x2) + (x3 + x4) + (x5 + x6) + (y1 + y2) + (y3 + y4) + (y5 + y6) = 6. (9)

The following table shows which of these indicator variables have to be added
together to determine the number of common neighbors of ci and each of
a, b1, b2, b3:

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6
a x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
b1 x1 x2 y1 y2 y3 y4
b2 x3 x4 y1 y2 y5 y6
b3 x5 x6 y3 y4 y5 y6

The conditions (8) are translated into the following system of equations:

(x1 + x2) + (x3 + x4) + (x5 + x6) = 3,

(x1 + x2) + (y1 + y2) + (y3 + y4) = 3,

(x3 + x4) + (y1 + y2) + (y5 + y6) = 3,

(x5 + x6) + (y3 + y4) + (y5 + y6) = 3,

which is equivalent to

(x1 + x2) + (x3 + x4) + (x5 + x6) = 3, (10)

x1 + x2 = y5 + y6, (11)

x3 + x4 = y3 + y4, (12)

x5 + x6 = y1 + y2. (13)

There are two possible solution forms for the above system: either the sums in
(11)–(13) all have value 1, or they have values 2, 1 and 0 in some order. Since all
variables x1, . . . , x6, y1, . . . , y6 are either 0 or 1, there are 26 different solutions
in the former case, and 3! ·22 different solutions in the latter case. In total, there
are 88 solutions which describe potential neighborhoods of vertices c1, . . . , c8.

Before we proceed further, let us to introduce more compact notation for
the solutions of (10)–(13): first, we put the sums in the following order

x1 + x2 x3 + x4 x5 + x6 y1 + y2 y3 + y4 y5 + y6,

and then use the symbols 0, l, r, 2 to denote feasible options for each sum:

0 : both summands are equal 0,

l : left summand is 1, right summand is 0,

r : left summand is 0, right summand is 1,

2 : both summands are equal 1.
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For example, one of the solutions

x1 = x2 = x3 = 1, x4 = x5 = x6 = 0, y1 = y2 = y3 = 0, y4 = y5 = y6 = 1,

may be shortly denoted as 2l00r2.
We can now create an auxiliary, bicolored compatibility graph with 88 so-

lutions of (10)–(13) as its vertices: two solutions are joined by a red edge in
the compatibility graph if the corresponding neighborhoods have two neighbors
in common, and by a blue edge if the corresponding neighborhoods have three
neighbors in common. The compatibility graph contains no loops, as each solu-
tion represents a neighborhood with six elements. The neighborhoods of vertices
{c1, . . . , c8} thus form an 8-clique in the compatibility graph, consisting of two
disjoint red 4-cliques {c1, . . . , c4} and {c5, . . . , c8}, mutually connected by blue
edges. Our next task is to describe such cliques.

First, let us consider cliques in the part of the compatibility graph induced
by solutions with the sums (11)–(13) equal to 2, 1 and 0 in some order. If two
distinct solutions have the same sum among (11)–(13) equal to two, then they
have at least four common neighbors, meaning that they are not adjacent in the
compatibility graph. Thus, this part of the compatibility graph has cliques of
size at most three, with each vertex in such clique having different sum among
(11)–(13) equal to 2.

Therefore, an 8-clique in the compatibility graph has to contain at least five
solutions in which each of the sums (11)–(13) is equal to 1. Moreover, each of
the red 4-cliques has to contain at least one such solution. Suppose that the
neighborhoods of c1 and c5 are described by such solutions. We can choose two
solutions to describe the neighborhoods of c1 and c5, respectively, without loss
of generality:

c1 : llllll, c5 : lllrrr.

Possible neighborhoods for c2, c3, c4 are now found among those solutions to
(10)–(13) which have two common neighbors with c1 and three common neigh-
bors with c5. It is straightforward to see that there are fifteen such solutions,
and the red colored subgraph of the compatibility graph induced by these solu-
tions is shown in Fig. 3. Vertices c2, c3 and c4 form one of 11 triangles in this
subgraph.

Similarly, possible neighborhoods for c6, c7, c8 are found among those solu-
tions to (10)–(13) which have three common neighbors with c1 and two common
neighbors with c5. Again, there are fifteen such solutions, and the red colored
subgraph of the compatibility graph induced by these solutions is shown in
Fig. 4. Vertices c6, c7 and c8 form one of 11 triangles in this subgraph.

To fully reconstruct graph G, it remains to find pairs of the triangles from
these two induced subgraphs which induce 6-clique in the compatibility graph.
There are 22 such pairs, indicated in Table 3. These pairs yield exactly three
nonisomorphic graphs with spectrum [6, 29, 04,−29,−6], whose codes in Graph6
format [63] are given by:

W???????????{orKF‘_Fwii@UgBJGCio@YS?eX?BQo?Sq_?
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Figure 3: Vertices from the compatibility graph having two common neighbors with c1 and
three common neighbors with c5.

Figure 4: Vertices from the compatibility graph having three common neighbors with c1 and
two common neighbors with c5.

W???????????{orKF‘_Fwii@Ug?}_E_w@dc?eX?DIo?LQ_?

W???????????{orKF‘_Fwii@Ug?}_E_w@dc?eX?BQo?Sq_?

4. Graphs with spectrum [r,
√
r
r(r−1)

, 02(r−1),−
√
r
r(r−1)

,−r]

In this section we characterize graphs with the above spectrum and show
their relationship with the complete sets of mutually orthogonal Latin squares
of size r. Let us first recall the definition of a transversal design from [5, Chapter
III.3.2].

Definition 1. A transversal design of groupsize n, blocksize k, and index λ,
denoted TDλ(k, n), is a triple (U,G,B), where

1. U is a set of kn elements;

2. G is a partition of U into k classes (the groups), each of size n;
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c2 c3 c4 c6 c7 c8
rlrrlr rrllrr lrrrrl rlrlrl rrlrll lrrllr
rrlrrl lrrrlr rlrlrr rrlllr lrrlrl rlrrll
lrrlrr rlrrrl rrlrlr lrrrll rlrllr rrllrl
2r00r2 0r22r0 rlrrlr rlrlrl rrlllr lrrrll
02rr20 20rr02 rrllrr rrlrll lrrlrl rlrllr
r0220r r2002r lrrrrl lrrllr rlrrll rrllrl
2r00l2 0r22l0 rlrlrl rlrrlr rrlrrl lrrlrr
02rl20 20rl02 rrlrll rrllrr lrrrlr rlrrrl
r0220l r2002l lrrllr lrrrrl rlrlrr rrlrlr
2r00r2 02rr20 r0220r rlrlrl rrlrll lrrllr
0r22r0 20rr02 r2002r rlrlrl rrlrll lrrllr
2r00l2 02rl20 r0220l rlrrlr rrllrr lrrrrl
0r22l0 20rl02 r2002l rlrrlr rrllrr lrrrrl
rlrrlr rrlrrl lrrlrr rlrlrl rrlllr lrrrll
rrllrr lrrrlr rlrrrl rrlrll lrrlrl rlrllr
lrrrrl rlrlrr rrlrlr lrrllr rlrrll rrllrl
2r00r2 0r22r0 rlrrlr rlrlrl rrlrll lrrllr
02rr20 20rr02 rrllrr rlrlrl rrlrll lrrllr
r0220r r2002r lrrrrl rlrlrl rrlrll lrrllr
2r00l2 0r22l0 rlrlrl rlrrlr rrllrr lrrrrl
02rl20 20rl02 rrlrll rlrrlr rrllrr lrrrrl
r0220l r2002l lrrllr rlrrlr rrllrr lrrrrl

Table 3: Encodings of the neighborhoods of vertices c2, c3, c4 and c6, c7, c8. Codes in the same
cell produce isomorphic graphs.

3. B is a collection of k-subsets of U (the blocks);

4. every unordered pair of elements from U is contained either in exactly one
group or in exactly λ blocks, but not both.

A TDλ(k, n) (V,G,B) is α-resolvable if its blocks can be partitioned into sets
B1, . . . ,Bs, where every element of V occurs exactly α times in each Bi.

When λ = 1, one writes simply TD(k, n).

Further, recall that the graph of the transversal design (U,G,B) is the bipar-
tite graph on |U |+ |B| vertices corresponding to the elements and the blocks of
the design, with two vertices adjacent if and only if one corresponds to a block
and the other corresponds to an element contained in that block. Thus, the
edges of this graph represent incidences between the elements and the blocks of
the design.

Theorem 5. A graph has spectrum [r,
√
r
r(r−1)

, 02(r−1),−
√
r
r(r−1)

,−r] if and
only if it is a graph of a 1-resolvable TD(r, r).

Proof. Since the regularity and bipartiteness are determined from the spec-
trum [1, p. 87, p. 94], let us first suppose that G = (U, V,E) is a regular,

bipartite graph with the spectrum [r,
√
r
r(r−1)

, 02(r−1),−
√
r
r(r−1)

,−r], and let
A be its adjacency matrix. We have p = r2 and q = 0, and consequently qu = 0,

12



so that for each u ∈ U its nuv family satisfies∑
v∈U\{u}

nuv = r(r − 1) =
∑

v∈U\{u}

n2uv.

This system of Diophantine equations has a unique solution in nonnegative
integers:

{nuv|v ∈ V \ {u}} = {1r(r−1), 0r−1}.

Hoffman’s equation for G reads

A4 + rA3 − rA2 − r2A = r(r − 1)J.

Let a1 ∈ U be an arbitrary vertex of U , and let a2, . . . , ar be the vertices having
no common neighbors with a1. Suppose that nak,al = 1 for some k 6= l, and
let b a common neighbor of ak and al. Then a1 is not adjacent to b (since
na1,ak = na1,al = 0), so that Aa1,b = (A2)a1,b = (A4)a1,b = 0 (last two equalities
hold since a1 and b are in different parts of G). Thus, from Hoffman’s equation
A3
a1,b

= r − 1. On the other hand, we have that A3
a1,b
≤ r − 2, as b is adjacent

to at most r−2 vertices from V \{a1, . . . , ar} and only one walk of length three
from b to a1 can go over any such neighbor of b. This contradiction shows that
nak,al = 0 holds for any two k 6= l.

Therefore, we can partition the set U into subsets U1, . . . , Ur, having r ver-
tices each, such that any two vertices from the same subset Ui have no common
neighbors, while any two vertices from different subsets Ui and Uj have exactly
one common neighbor. Similarly, the set V can be partitioned into subsets
V1, . . . , Vr with analogous properties.

Next, let Nv ⊂ U be the set of neighbors of each v ∈ V and let B be the
collection of neighborhoods by {Nv : v ∈ V }. The triple (U, {U1, . . . , Ur},B) is
a transversal design TD(r, r), as every unordered pair {s, t} of vertices in U
either has no common neighbor and is thus contained in exactly one group Ui,
or it has one common neighbor b and is thus contained in exactly one block Nb.

Moreover, the blocks of B can be partitioned into sets B1, . . . ,Br, with
Bj = {Nv : v ∈ Vj}. Since no two vertices in Vj have a common neighbor,
and

∑
v∈Vj

|Nv| = r ·r = |U |, it follows that ∪v∈Vj
Nv = U . Thus, every element

of U occurs exactly once in each Bj , so that the triple (U, {U1, . . . , Ur},B) is
indeed a 1-resolvable transversal design TD(r, r).

On the other hand, let (U,G,B) be a 1-resolvable transversal design TD(r, r)
and let G = (U,B, E) be its graph having the adjacency matrix A. Let G be a

partition of U into groups U1, . . . , Ur, each of size r. Since each of
(
r2

2

)
− r
(
r
2

)
unordered pairs of elements from different groups is contained in exactly one
block, and each block contains

(
r
2

)
unordered pairs, the number of blocks is

equal to r2. Thus, the number of edges in E is r3.
Further, let u be an arbitrary element of U . Suppose that u ∈ Ui and

consider r unordered pairs {{u, u′} : u′ ∈ Uj} for some fixed j 6= i. Each of
these pairs is contained in exactly one block. Moreover, these pairs have to
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belong to different blocks: otherwise, if {u, u′} and {u, u′′} belong to the same
block B, then the pair {u′, u′′} belongs both to the group Uj and to the block B,
a contradiction. Thus, u belongs to at least r blocks, or in other words, the
degree of u in G is at least r. However, it cannot be larger than r, otherwise the
total number of edges in E would be larger than r3. Therefore, G is a bipartite
and r-regular graph with r2 vertices in each part.

Since (U,G,B) is 1-resolvable, let B be partitioned into sets B1, . . . ,Br, con-
sisting of r blocks each, such that every element of U occurs exactly once in
each Bi. Thus, any two blocks belonging to the same set Bi have to be dis-
joint, or in other words, they have no common neighbors in G. On the other
hand, B′ ∈ Bi and B′′ ∈ Bj for i 6= j cannot have two common neighbors u′

and u′′ in G, as then the pair {u′, u′′} would belong to two different blocks, a
contradiction. Thus, B′ and B′′ have at most one common neighbor. Further,
from (2) ∑

B′′∈B\Bi

nB′,B′′ = r(r − 1),

and since nB′,B′′ ≤ 1 and |B \Bi| = r(r− 1), it follows that nB′,B′′ = 1 for each
B′′ ∈ B \ Bi.

As nu,v is actually equal to (A2)u,v, from the above we see that

A2 = rI2r2 +

(
(Jr − Ir)⊗ Jr Or2

Or2 (Jr − Ir)⊗ Jr

)
(14)

holds for suitable ordering of vertices of G, where ⊗ is the Kronecker product.
Specifically, the ordering of vertices of G is given by U1, . . . , Ur,B1, . . . ,Br, while
the vertices within any of these sets are ordered arbitrarily. Since the matrix on
the right-hand side of (14) has spectrum [(r2)2, r2r(r−1), 02(r−1)] (where (r2)2

clumsily denotes the eigenvalue r2 of multiplicity two), it follows that G as a
bipartite graph with spectrum symmetric with respect to 0 [1, p. 87], has the

spectrum [r2,
√
r
r(r−1)

, 02(r−1),−
√
r
r(r−1)

,−r2].

The previous theorem does not exclude the possibility that there exists non-
isomorphic cospectral graphs with this spectrum. It merely says that each
such graph belongs to some 1-resolvable transversal design TD(r, r). Fur-
ther, the existence of a 1-resolvable transversal design TD(r, r) is equivalent
to the existence of the complete set of mutually orthogonal Latin squares of
size r [64, Lemma 4.15], [5, Theorem III.3.18]. Accordingly, given the com-
plete set M1, . . . ,Mr−1 of mutually orthogonal Latin squares of size r, this
equivalence leads to the following construction of a graph with the spectrum

[r2,
√
r
r(r−1)

, 02(r−1),−
√
r
r(r−1)

,−r2]:

Let U1, . . . , Ur and V1, . . . , Vr be the sets of r vertices each and let
U = ∪iUi, V = ∪jVj . The bipartite graph is constructed with U
and V as its color classes, and with the following edges:

• for each j, k, vertex j of U1 is adjacent to vertex j of Vk;
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• for each i ≥ 2 and each j, k, vertex j of Ui is adjacent to vertex
M i
j,k of Vk.

5. Some constructions of new bipartite, regular graphs with five eigen-
values

In this section, we briefly mention a few ways of constructing bipartite,
regular graphs with five eigenvalues.

First, recall that the direct product G × H of graphs G and H has as its
eigenvalues all products of the form λµ, where λ is an eigenvalues of G and µ
is an eigenvalue of H [1]. New bipartite, regular graphs with five eigenvalues
can be obtained as K2 ×H if H is either a regular graph with four eigenvalues
whose second largest and the smallest eigenvalues have equal absolute values,
or the complement of aKm for some natural a,m. In latter case, K2×aKm has
the spectrum [m(a− 1),ma−1, 02(m−1)a,−ma−1,−m(a− 1)].

Next, if G is a graph with adjacency matrix A, then G ⊗ Jm denotes the
graph with adjacency matrix A ⊗ Jm [6]. If G is connected, bipartite and r-
regular, then so is G⊗Jm. If G has n vertices and spectrum [r, xy, 02z,−xy,−r],
where z is possibly zero, then G⊗ Jm has nm vertices and spectrum

[rm, (xm)y, 02z+(m−1)n, (−xm)y,−rm].

So, if we have a connected, bipartite, regular graph with four eigenvalues (which
are necessarily the incidence graphs of symmetric 2-(v, k, λ) designs [1, p. 166]),
or a connected, bipartite, regular graph with five eigenvalues, then this con-
struction produces a bigger graph with five eigenvalues.

The last construction we mention is taking the bipartite complement. The

bipartite complement G
b

of a graph G = (U, V,E) is the graph with the same

vertex set such that u ∈ U and v ∈ V are adjacent in G
b

if and only if they are
not adjacent in G. If G has adjacency matrix(

0 B
BT 0

)
,

then its bipartite complement G
b

has adjacency matrix(
0 J −B

J −BT 0

)
.

Let G = (U, V,E) be a bipartite, r-regular graph with 2p vertices, and let its
eigenvalues be r = λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ2p = −r. (G is not necessarily connected,
so r need not be a simple eigenvalue.) The eigenvector of G corresponding to r is(
j
j

)
, and the eigenvector corresponding to −r is

(
j
−j

)
. Any other eigen-

vector

(
x
y

)
, corresponding to an eigenvalue λi, 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, is orthogonal

to these two vectors and thus, satisfies jTx = jT y = 0.
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The bipartite complement G
b

is (p−r)-regular, and has

(
j
j

)
and

(
j
−j

)
as eigenvectors of p − r and −(p − r), respectively. For any other eigenvector(
x
y

)
, corresponding to an eigenvalue λi of G, 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, we have

(
0 J −B

J −BT 0

)(
x
y

)
=

(
Jy −By
Jx−BTx

)
=

(
−By
−BTx

)
= −λi

(
x
y

)
.

Thus, G
b

has

(
x
y

)
as an eigenvector with eigenvalue −λi. Since the spectrum

of G is symmetric around 0, we conclude that G
b

has the same spectrum as G,
except that the pair of eigenvalues r,−r of G is replaced with eigenvalues p −
r,−(p− r).

If G is connected, then r,−r are simple eigenvalues of G, and G
b

is another

connected, bipartite, regular graph with five eigenvalues, unless G ∼= aKm,m
b

for some natural a,m. If G is not connected, then r,−r appear together with

p− r,−(p− r) in the spectrum of G
b
. For p 6= 2r, this implies that G

b
has five

eigenvalues if and only if G ∼= aKr,r for some natural a, in which case G
b

has
the spectrum [r(2a− 1), ra−1, 02(r−1)a,−ra−1,−r(2a− 1)].
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